Separations account for approximately 50% of all manufacturing costs, making the selection of the proper technology, and a potential affinity separation agent (ASA) of essential importance for process design. This selection is not straightforward. In this paper, aspects of fluid separation technologies, including shortcut calculations to estimate heat duties, are reviewed and applied to create insights in ab initio fluid separation process selection without extensive process simulations. It was found that composition and state of the feed can have major impacts on the minimal required heat duty, as well as the desired product purity. Distillation of dilute feeds is intrinsically hindered by a low internal efficiency and solvent based separations should be considered. Furthermore, the minimal heat duty for liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) with high boiling solvents is primarily feed composition dependent, while for low boiling solvents the solvent to feed ratio is important. This is also the case for the minimal duty for extractive distillation (ED) with light solvents, whereas the minimal duty of ED using high boiling solvents is independent of the composition, and generally higher than the minimal LLX duty. ED can be operated with only two columns, whereas LLX generally requires at least three, leading to higher capital costs. The feed composition dependence of the LLX minimal heat duty can result in a feed compositional break-even point when comparing LLX with ED. Using these theoretical insights in fluid separations, a series of industrial cases was reviewed and critical aspects in technology selection, and solvent selection and design such as selectivity and capacity are discussed. The results confirm the applicability of the minimal heat duty approach as a quick prediction tool for opportunities of solvent based technologies, as well as the need for including other considerations such as the number of required columns (capital costs) and the possibility to recover sensible heat.
Introduction
Separations are major energy requiring operations in chemical and biochemical industries, accounting for roughly half the energy requirements in both sectors, or 10-15% of the world energy demand [1] . With the development of the petrochemical industries starting about a century ago, fractionation of liquid streams by distillation has evolved into the main separation technology. At chemical industry premises, the tallest towers are the fractionation columns. The knowledge on these operations has been thorough for decades [2] , and designs could be made almost completely by computer simulation. Hence, when a process was to be designed, distillation traditionally was the default separation technique when technically feasible. Over the past decades though, the awareness of the need for more efficient processes to reduce CO 2 emissions and to limit of use of fossil fuels has steadily grown [3] .
In this perspective, traditional distillation operations are well known for their high energy intensity and low energy efficiency. For example, distillations of close boiling mixtures or mixtures that show strong nonideal behavior require large refluxes, resulting in large reboiler heat duties. To improve the overall efficiency of such difficult separations both advanced distillation techniques such as heat pump assisted distillation [4, 5] , or affinity separations can be used. In affinity separations, an affinity separating agent (ASA) is applied, such as a solvent in extractive distillation (ED) [6, 7] , azeotropic distillation (AD) [8, 9] , or liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) [10] [11] [12] . In ED and AD, the solvent is often referred to as entrainer [6, 8, 13, 14] .
All affinity separations have in common that due to the introduction of the ASA, at least one secondary separation, i.e. a recovery step, is needed to obtain the final separated species in a pure form. In the recovery, the ASA is regenerated and can be cycled back to the primary separation, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Affinity separations are either applied because distillation or other thermal separation techniques are technically infeasible, or because affinity separations are more economical than the reference thermal separation. When considering alternatives for traditional distillation processes, it is essential to make a proper comparison of the considered process options. In order to do so, conceptual process design studies are required. Making conceptual designs, e.g. using flow-sheeting software, requires sound thermodynamic descriptions of the chemical systems. For novel process concepts, thermodynamic descriptions are not necessarily available. E.g. when new ASAs are considered in affinity separations, data is often missing. As a result, developing detailed thermodynamic descriptions and evaluation of a series of process alternatives is labor intensive and time consuming due to the need for experimentation. Ideally, a pre-selection of the most promising process options is made before this stage. Furthermore, most available literature sources focus on the ASA supported separation step, while information about the regeneration of the ASA is scarce. This limits the design of an optimal overall process, which needs amongst others a balanced energy use for the separation step and the regeneration step in the process.
The objective of this paper is to provide science based guidelines that can assist the engineer in an early stage of the separation process design to narrow down the number of process options. To achieve this, short-cut calculations that indicate the achievable thermodynamic efficiency and the minimum required heat duty of thermal separation processes are reviewed and outcomes discussed. This is done for varying liquid mixture composition and constituent properties. The proposed method therefore focusses on energy use, although it is realized that investment costs will have a major impact on technology selection as well. Next to direct application on classical distillation, the same relations are also applied to calculate the achievable efficiency and the required heat duty to regenerate ASAs in affinity separations. Furthermore, it allows for visualization of the influence of composition and molecular properties on the achievable efficiency and required heat duty in these processes.
Typically, non-idealities occur when solvents are used. Therefore, not only ideal mixtures are considered, but non-idealities resulting in A series of industrial separation cases is then reviewed, and the various process specifics are evaluated with the minimum heat duty scenarios that can be made using the short-cut calculations.
Fluid separation processes

Separation work
Mixing of compounds is a spontaneous irreversible process, manifested by generation of entropy of mixing. Separation of a mixture is a reversed mixing process, and as such needs delivery of work to achieve the separation [15] . The bare minimum work duty that is required for de-mixing a homogeneous liquid mixture in pure compounds is the Gibbs energy of mixing as defined in Eq. (1).
The ideal part of this function results in a maximum work of about 1.5-2 kJ/mol needed for complete isothermal de-mixing of a binary mixture into two pure liquids, depending on the temperature. The overall Gibbs energy of mixing differs from ideal due to non-ideality of the system, but the order of magnitude is similar.
Distillation and evaporation of mixtures exhibiting ideal VLE behavior
Ideal mixtures can be separated perfectly in pure product cuts (a sharp split) by distillation, provided that the pure component vapor pressures are different. Although the bare minimum work duty for separations as defined in Eq. (1) is in the order of magnitude of a few kJ/ mol, heat duties in distillation reboilers often exceed hundreds of kJ/ mol, suggesting low efficiencies of these separation processes. To quantify ideal binary distillation efficiency, Blahušiak et al. [16] treated the column as engine converting thermal work potential into separation work in analogy to a Carnot heat engine. The overall separation efficiency (Eq. (2)) includes the Carnot efficiency and the internal efficiency that accounts for irreversibility.
In this equation, T D and T B are the top and bottom temperatures in the column, and Qṙ eb the reboiler heat duty. For ideal VLE mixtures, the internal efficiency at minimum reflux ratio is a function of both the feed composition and the relative volatility, and is for a sharp split (pure product streams) correlated in Eq. (3) [16] .
The efficiency for distilling binary mixtures into (close to) pure compounds can therefore be calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3) . In this calculation only the boiling points of the pure components, the relative volatility and the composition are required. The internal efficiency is shown in Fig. 2a for a range of relative volatilities as function of the composition. The relative volatility can be correlated to the heat of vaporization and difference in boiling points of the distilled compounds according to Eq. (4) [16] , as plotted in Fig. 2b .
An important process selection guideline follows directly from Fig. 2a, i.e. due to low internal efficiency, traditional distillation should be avoided for strongly asymmetric composition mixtures (either diluted lower boiling component or diluted higher boiling component) and LLX or ED seem to be the preferred techniques. Furthermore, even for feed mixtures with a very low relative volatility, the maximum internal efficiency is as high as about 0.7. At very low relative volatility, the optimum internal efficiency is found at a close to equimolar feed. Thus, for close boiling mixtures close to equimolar composition, next to affinity separations as LLX and ED, also heat-pump assisted distillation can be considered from energy efficiency point of view.
The minimum reboiler duty for varying feed composition and relative volatility can be quantified using the Underwood approach (minimum reflux, liquid feed at boiling point, no heat exchange except for evaporation and condensation) according to Eq. (5) [17] .
The expression in Eq. (5) is valid for pure product streams, but by changing the expression for R min into a more general one [18] , the slightly modified Eq. (6) is obtained, which may be used to calculate heat duties also for non-pure top and bottom streams (the impurity in the bottom stream implicitly in the equation via nḊ).
The heat duty to distill to pure product streams, calculated for three different feed compositions with Eq. (5), is displayed in Fig. 3a for 1 < α < 100. The heat duties in Fig. 3a can be divided in three regimes, in regime A, for α < 1.3, the heat duty steeply increases, which can be associated with a strongly increasing minimum reflux ratio (R min ) [19] , and for this regime it appears beneficial to concider alternatives, e.g. heat-pumped distillation or affinity separation. This can also be illustrated using the rectifying section operating lines in a McCabe-Thiele diagram. In Fig. 3b , the rectifying section operating lines are displayed for three systems with α = 1.2 (propane/propene), α = 2.8 (n-butane/n-pentane), and α = 7.2 (butane/n-hexane), with corresponding R min = 10, 1.2 and 0.3, respectively. For 1.3 < α < 10, distillation appears as a logical technology, where in the range 1.3 < α < 3 the use of a solvent to improve the relative volatility may be considered, while for α > 3, because the heat duty only mildly decreases with increasing α, the use of ED does not appear very beneficial. At high relative volatility, in regime C, i.e. for α > 10 (and depending on H Δ v , for ΔT B > 50-100°C, see Fig. 2b ), no reflux is required and the reboiler duty corresponds to single stage evaporation of the light component and the reboiler duty is proportional to x FA , the fraction of the low boiler in the mixture.
The discussion has thus far been limited to sharp splits, but this is not always required, and when a certain impurity is tolerated, this may decrease the heat duty in the distillation process. Using Eq. (6), the required reboiler duty was calculated for different purity constraints. In Fig. 4 , the ratio of the heat duties for non-sharp over sharp split are displayed. It follows from Fig. 4 that when the desired purity is close to the feed composition, a significant reduction in reboiler duty may be achieved (e.g. for x F = 0.1 and x B = 0.07 the duty is only 32% of a sharp split). In cases where the initial composition is far from the desired composition, the reduction in the reboiler duty is only limited.
Distillation and evaporation of mixtures exhibiting non-ideal VLE behavior
Unless only non-functionalized hydrocarbons are considered, it is mostly not possible to describe the VLE-behavior as an ideal system. This affects the selection criteria for fluid separation design. In this section, the effects of attractive and repulsive interactions on binary VLE and implications for fluid separations are discussed.
In the case that non-ideal VLE behavior is caused by attractive interactions (e.g. acid-base interaction), this leads to a reduced activity, whereas for repulsive interactions activity increases. Description of liquid phase activities is commonly done using activity coefficients in models such as Wilson, NRTL and UNIQUAC [20] . Defining the ratio of the pure component saturated vapor pressures as the ideal part of the relative volatility α id , and the ratio of the activity coefficients as the non-ideal part, the relative volatility can be expressed as:
To illustrate the effects that may be observed due to attractive and repulsive interactions, a few examples of non-ideal VLE behavior were simulated using the relatively simple two-constant Margules equations for binary mixtures (Eqs. (8) and (9)), in which the mutual infinite dilution activity coefficients are the model parameters [20] :
In Fig. 5a the example that shows a positive deviation from Raoult's law due to repulsive behavior ( . The examples generated with Eqs. (8) and (9) do not take into account variations of operational conditions, such as temperature. Consequently, the validity of this assumption should be evaluated for studies on real systems.
The xy-diagrams in Fig. 5 for non-ideal behavior clearly show that both repulsive and attractive interactions lead to tangent pinch-points, and as a result to higher minimum reflux ratios. In the displayed examples with α id = 4, and either = ∞ ln γ ( ) 1
AB
, the graphically determined minimum reflux ratio corresponds to an ideal xydiagram with α = α id = 2. The minimal heat duty (Eq. (5)) for α = α id = 2 is approximately 33% higher than for α = α id = 4. Thus both attractive and repulsive interactions in this case lead to an increase of 33% in the minimal heat duty for a sharp split.
In case of more severe non-ideality full separation by distillation becomes impossible due to azeotrope formation. To reduce the heat duty in non-ideal vapor liquid systems an entrainer that may remove the tangent pinch points / azeotropes can be applied. Alternatively, LLX may be applied to separate such non-ideal mixtures. Obviously, heatpump assisted distillation does not provide a solution in this case.Since the effective relative volatility is the product of α id and α γ (Eq. (7)), a consequence is that the effect of non-ideal behavior on the effective relative volatility is more severe when the pure component vapor pressures are closer. This is illustrated in AB first a tangent pinch and at more severe non-ideality an azeotrope is observed (Fig. 6a) . The same nonideality does not form an azeotrope but a tangent pinch-point at α id = 5 ( Fig. 6b) , whereas for α id = 20 not even a tangent pinch is observed ).
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( Fig. 6c) . From this observation, it can be concluded that systems with high α id do not suffer from tangent pinch or azeotrope phenomena. However, non-ideality does affect the achievable purity in evaporators. Taking non-ideality into account, the achievable purity in the liquid phase of the evaporator can be correlated to the heat of vaporization and the temperatures of the evaporator (T 2 ) and condenser (T1) using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Eq. (10)). 
The conclusions regarding non-ideal behavior of binary mixtures inducing tangent pinch-points and azeotropes can be extended to multicomponent mixtures via analysis of distillation regions of residue curve maps [21, 22] . Binary and multinary azeotropes can create separation boundaries, preventing the split between these compounds in the multicomponent distillation.
Besides resulting in limitations to multicomponent distillations, non-ideal behavior may also be applied on purpose to the benefit of the separation [23] . In ED the entrainer is added to increase the volatility gap between the top and the bottom cut, or even to change the order of volatilities of compounds.
Affinity separations
Due to the need to recover the solvent after the primary separation, for all affinity separations multiple operations need to be included in the overall efficiency / heat duty analysis. In the case of ED and AD, difficult distillations are facilitated by adding the entrainer, resulting in an increased relative volatility between the components to be separated, and/or suppress azeotropes or tangent pinch-points [19] . LLX differs from ED and AD in the sense that there is no heat applied to facilitate or enhance the primary separation. Because LLX processes are spontaneous, the Gibbs energy must decrease (see Fig. 7 ). Thus, from thermodynamic point of view, this process step moves in the opposite direction with respect to the Gibbs energy of de-mixing, and as a result, more work is required in the regeneration stage.
However, if the thermal regeneration step can be operated at a (much) higher internal and/or Carnot efficiency, then the net heat duty of the process can be reduced significantly as compared to direct thermal separation of the feed mixture. In many LLX processes it is necessary to recover leached solvent from the raffinate stream, which can add significantly to the total heat duty of the process (and capital investment). In the following subsections, the LLX, ED and AD process aspects that add significantly to the total heat duty are discussed.
Liquid-liquid extraction (LLX)
Calculation of the heat duty of LLX processes basically boils down to calculation of the heat required in the solvent recovery operation(s). The calculation of the heat duty is not that straight forward though, as there is a wide range of parameters affecting the required heat duty. To avoid a too wide angle on all possible process combinations, in this discussion only evaporation and distillation, possibly combined with a back-extraction (wash) step, are considered. For stripping, a similar heat duty is assumed as for the evaporative techniques. Crystallization and other finishing steps are excluded to keep focus in the discussion, but the reader interested in such operation may easily extend the scope with calculations in that direction.
For the selected set of extraction plus recovery options, key parameters include the type of solvent (i.e. high boiling or low boiling), and the degree of solvent leaching. Based on these key parameters, four process scenarios are depicted in Fig. 8 . The first two configurations, as shown in Fig. 8a and b, assume that raffinate treatment is not required, leaving extract regeneration as only operation requiring a heat duty. In most industrial settings, though, raffinate treatment is essential to avoid any leaching of solvent, and at least three unit operations are thus required. When raffinate treatment is required due to leaching of the solvent, and a low boiling solvent is selected, a direct thermal separation is optional (Fig. 8c) . In case of a high boiling solvent, direct thermal separation implies evaporation of the entire raffinate at least once. Washing the solvent from the raffinate with a second (light) solvent to increase the concentration as displayed in Fig. 8d may be beneficial in this case.
For the translation of the conceptual schemes in Fig. 8 to required heat duties, solvent capacity and selectivity are important process parameters. Capacity is often measured by the distribution, defined in Eq. (11) as the ratio of the concentrations in the extract phase over the raffinate phase. Multiple definitions are in use, i.e. based on mass fraction, molar concentration, or, as in Eq. (11) on mole fraction. Using the mole fraction allows for correlation of the distributions to the activity coefficients.
For a pair of species A and B, the selectivity is defined as:
Another important process parameter that directly relates to the distribution is the solvent to feed ratio. Based on the mass balance over the extraction process, it can be expressed as [24] :
Eq. (13) is derived with the assumptions of a constant distribution coefficient, a constant volume of both the solvent flow and the feed flow countercurrent flow (as commonly used in LLX) and quantitative removal of extracted compound from raffinate. The first two assumptions are not always valid, however, they allow for straight-forward process comparisons that may be applied in early stages of selection and design. The latter assumption is considered further in this paper, and this requires sharp separation of the extracted compound in the regeneration, i.e. a pure recycled solvent. The required amount of solvent is thus related to the distribution coefficient of the desired species, and typically values of about 1.5 times the minimum solvent to feed ratio are applied, such as in the work on lactic acid extraction by De Haan and co-workers [25] .
The amount of co-extracted species in the extract depends on the selectivity, and can influence the heat duty in the solvent recovery significantly. To reduce co-extraction, reflux may be applied [10] . If, however, co-extraction is unavoidable, it may also be necessary to add more recovery operations [10] , e.g. to fractionate co-extracted species further during the solvent regeneration.
For thermal solvent recovery operations in LLX, it may be necessary to take non-idealities into account, since the co-existing liquid phases in the primary separation imply non-ideality. Application of (estimated) infinite dilution activity coefficients with the McCabe-Thiele method as displayed in Fig. 5 can yield an estimation of the corresponding ideal relative volatility α id corr , for which the slope of the minimum reflux rectifying operating line corresponds with that of the tangent pinch in the non-ideal diagram. For any affinity separation that is followed by a thermal regeneration of the solvent, the minimum reboiler duty may be estimated by Eq. (14) . This equation is valid for sharp separation in the regeneration Table 1 Minimum heat duty of LLX plus regeneration using light or heavy solvent as calculated with Eq. (14) , assuming ideal relative volatility. To estimate heat duties in non-ideal systems, apparent relative volatility α′ can be taken as explained in Section 2.3.
Solvent
Solvent regeneration duty (W)
Heavy Direct thermal regeneration
Heavy Wash with S2 followed by thermal regeneration 
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process and its derivation is similar to Eq. (5) [16] , but it is represented in a more general description. Similar to Eq. (6), it would be possible to describe also regeneration process heat duties for non-sharp regeneration. However, with all possible operational variables in separations containing at least two unit operations, it is not possible to draw a comprehensive plot such as done in Fig. 4 for the binary distillation. Therefore, the discussion here will be limited to regeneration by sharp separation, and for any specific application the reader may decide to expand the discussion with non-sharp regeneration.
The subscript LB in Eq. (14) indicates low boiler, i.e. the species that is recovered overhead. A major decision is the choice for either a high boiling solvent or a low boiling solvent. This decision has a distinct impact on the process, including the operations for solvent regeneration and recovery of leached solvent. For low boiling solvents, it is the solvent that is recovered overhead, and the distillate molar flow equals = n ṅḊ
in the solvent regeneration. In contrast, in case of high boiling solvents the solute is recovered in the distillate of the regeneration step and the flow equals = n n ẋḊ
, where x FA LLX , is the fraction A in the feed of the LLX process. In both cases, the molar flow of the feed to the regeneration step is equal to
. For both the process configurations in Fig. 8a and b, the impact of the feed composition, S/F-ratio and α SA on the heat duty in the solvent regeneration as calculated with Eq. (14) is illustrated in Fig. 9 , for ideal VLE-behavior. For the sake of simplicity in reasoning, heating up and cooling down of solvents between the primary and secondary separations are not taken into account in the discussions here, but for specific cases these may be calculated easily, likely including the use of heat exchangers to recover most heat. In addition, the calculations that were done for ideal VLE-behavior may be extended to include effects of nonideal behavior. Fig. 9 shows a distinct difference in the minimum heat duty patterns for light solvents and heavy solvents. In both Figs. 8a and 9b, the minimum heat duties at high relative volatilities merge to three asymptotic values, resembling the heat to evaporate the low boiling compound. For a heavy solvent this is the entrained species, whereas for a light solvent it is the solvent itself. As a result, for a light solvent the minimum heat duty depends solely on the S/F-ratio, and is not affected by the feed composition, whereas for a heavy solvent the S/Fratio is not important, but the feed composition is.
For regeneration of high boiling solvents by evaporation, the achievable purity may be of importance when the boiling point of the solvent is very high, and the temperature window is constrained. The achievable purity in the liquid as function of the operating temperature has been correlated to the Carnot efficiency, the heat of evaporation and the activity coefficient in (Eq. (11)).
When solvent leaching is significant, raffinate treatment is necessary, e.g. as displayed in Fig. 7c and d . Straight forward recovery of light solvents may be possible through evaporation/distillation of the solvent, possibly even assisted by repulsive interactions between solvent and raffinate [26] . Similar to the solvent regeneration, the minimual heat duty for the thermal raffinate treatment can be estimated using Eq. (14) 
Extractive and azeotropic distillation (ED / AD)
For most ED/AD cases the same solvent regeneration steps can be applied that were described in the previous subsection for LLX. However, with regard to solvent selection/design there are differences between ED/AD and LLX, the most pronounced being the miscibility of the solvent with the feed mixture. Contrary to LLX, in ED/AD a single liquid phase is preferred [9, 19, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Maintaining a single liquid phase throughout the column may significantly affect the required amount of solvent, which in turn may significantly affect the heat duty [14, 35] . The amount of heat and the dependency thereof on the amount of solvent differs per process scenario, the possible process scenarios for ED and AD are displayed in Fig. 10 .
In Fig. 10a a process with a light solvent is displayed, in Fig. 10b a process with a heavy solvent increasing the relative volatility, in Fig. 10c the solvent inverses the relative volatility, and in Fig. 10d a hetero-azeotropic distillation is displayed. Solvent selectivity is regarded as an important factor for the heat duty [7, 14, 19, 32, 35] , because it affects the reflux ratio. When the solvent induces a binary azeotrope with the entrained compound, the process is called AD [9] . Splitting the obtained distillate into two liquid phases, as in the heteroazeotropic distillation (hetero-AD) in Fig. 10d , may reduce the heat duty to regenerate the solvent significantly, often leading to preference of hetero-AD over homo-AD [9, 19] . For calculation of the minimum heat duty in the regeneration column with an assumption of sharp separation of compounds, Eq. (14) may be applied, for which the distillate stream and feed stream need to be defined. The distillate stream (primarily) consists of the remaining solvent that after phase splitting in the decanter is still dissolved in A, and leaves the recovery column as distillate i.e. = n n x ẋḊ
. The total feed to the recovery column also includes the stream of A, i.e.
. The solvent regeneration heat duties for both the hetero-AD and the homogeneous processes are listed together with the duties in the primary processes in Table 2 .
For estimation of the heat duty in the primary separation, relative Table 2 ED/AD minimum heat duties for primary distillation column and solvent regeneration, assuming ideal relative volatility. To estimate heat duties in non-ideal systems, apparent relative volatility α′ can be taken as explained in Section 2.3.
Solvent Primary distillation reboiler duty (W) Solvent regeneration duty (W)
Light, non-azeotropic 
The solvent selectivity in Eq. (15) is been defined as:
The maximum selectivity is observed at infinite S/F ratio:
The solvent effect reduces with decreasing S/F ratio [19, 36] and non-ideal behavior in the feed mixture becomes more pronounced. For azeotrope breaking, a minimum S/F-ratio is required [13, 27, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , which can be determined graphically using quasi binary VLE diagrams [9, 13, 19, 40, 41, [44] [45] [46] [47] or using a residual curve map (RCM) [2] . From the pseudo-binary VLE-diagrams for ethanol-water with ethylene glycol as entrainer in Fig. 11a it follows that even at a S/F-ratio of only 0.05, the binary azeotrope is overcome and at S/F = 0.30 a close to ideal pseudo-binary xy-curve is observed. Similar to azeotrope breaking, solvents may reverse volatility [19] , as displayed in Fig. 10c . The minimum S/F-ratio to reverse the volatility [41] [42] [43] [44] corresponds to the univolatility line where = α β id BA [40] [41] [42] [44] [45] [46] 48] , this line is displayed for benzene-heptane with NMP as entrainer in the RCM in Fig. 11b . When the liquid mixture composition is closer to pure NMP, thus at large enough S/F-ratios (Blanco et al. [49] used solvent to feed ratios of about four), heptane can be collected as distillate, because
. (Fig. 11b ) This behavior is due to the polarity of NMP making the solvent to repel heptane much more than benzene, thus leading to stronger increases in γ hept in the presence of NMP.
For estimation of the required heat duty in the primary separation, the conclusion from Fig. 3a that the minimum heat duty hardly decreases at increasing α for α > 3 in distillation of ideal VLE-systems, is considered, and α ED = 3 is taken as guideline. To reach this, a solvent with high ∞ β BA is desired, because at higher ∞ β BA a lower S/F suffices to reach α ED > 3, and both a reduction in heat duty and ED column size directly translates in lower process costs [31, 35, 50] . However, optimizing the entrainer selectivity may come at the cost of a decreasing capacity [32, 51] .
The reboiler duty in the primary column is strongly affected by the choice for a high boiling solvent or a low boiling solvent. In the case of azeotropic systems, Eq. (14) cannot be used for the short-cut calculations, and the reflux ratio needs to be determined in homo-azeotropic systems to estimate the minimum heat duty using the equation in Table 2 . High boiling solvents, preferably boiling at least 50°C higher than the heaviest entrained compound to avoid azeotropes or tangent pinch-points in the regeneration [7, 19, 35] , are hardly boiled up in the reboiler, while low boiling solvents leave the primary column as distillate. As a result, the reboiler duty for heavy solvents is generally much lower than for light solvents [7, 52] , and is not affected by the S/ F-ratio. For the primary column with a heavy solvent, the heat duty may be approximatively estimated using Eq. (14) in which the expression for α from Eq. (16) is inserted and = n n ẋḊ F F A . Because they are hardly boiled-up, heavy solvents are not considered to affect Qṙ eb other than through affecting α ED . Thus, S/F is not added to the nḞ in Eq. (14) for high boiling solvents. In the equation in Table 2 for the regeneration of heavy solvents, the solvent is taken as part of the feed, because when deep regerenation is required, some boil-up of the solvent is likely. However, at very high α BS or α AS the heat duty of regeneration will correspond with evaporation of A or B.
A drawback of light solvents with significantly lower boiling points than the light feed component is the large preference of this component for the vapor phase, reducing the liquid phase concentration and thus its entraining effect, requiring a larger S/F-ratio, and thus a larger distillate stream. The distillate molar flow for light solvents is equal to = + ( ) [53] . For all of the listed minimal heat duties in Table 2 , it should be realized that the estimation is based on an equation for ideal systems, and actual duties may be much higher due to existence of non-ideal behavior. Quick estimations of effects of non-ideality may be incorporated by adjusting α, similar to the tangent-pinch treatment in Fig. 5 . For very large values of α, single stage flash evaporation may apply.
Process comparison
To compare the minimal heat duties in LLX and ED with distillation, for ED a relative volatility of α ED = 3 was taken, because further increasing α ED hardly reduces the heat duty, and solvent regeneration by evaporation. For heavy solvents in LLX, solvent recovery by evaporation of both extract and raffinate was assumed, leading to a duty of Both (a) and (b) were simulated in Aspen Plus using NRTL coefficients from the Aspen Plus database.
(alternatively, a second, light solvent may be used to recover leached heavy solvent, reducing the heat duty at the cost of extra equipment), independent of the S/F ratio. In Fig. 12 , the minimum heat duties of ED and LLX using high boiling solvents are compared for three situations (x FA = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9) with distillation for 1.1 < α D < 3. It follows from Fig. 12 that the minimal heat duty for LLX is always less than ED with α ED = 3. The calculated duty for the primary column of ED with heavy boiling solvents ( Table 2) increases with increasing x FA , but because less heavy B is then entrained, the duty in the recovery column decreases, resulting in a constant total minimum heat duty of
. Depending on the composition in the feed, the break-even between distillation and ED is for the three situations 1.7 (x FA = 0.1) < α D < 2.7 (x FA = 0.9), whereas for LLX only for x F = 0.1 distillation can be more energy efficient at α D > 2.1.
In conclusion, next to the relative volatility of the feed mixture, the choice for either ED or classical distillation depends on the composition of the feed mixture as well. An important aspect of using heavy ASAs that are hardly boiled up is that the total minimum heat duty is not affected by the capacity for both LLX and ED when sensible heat effects can be neglected due to highly efficient heat integration (at the expense of additional investment).
When a light solvent is used, and solvent is recovered by evaporation from both raffinate and extract, the heat duty for a LLX process becomes
v S . Because in ED the solvent is part of the distillate in the primary column, the heat duty calculated with the applicable relation in Table 2 is much higher. The minimal duties for LLX and ED with light solvents are displayed in Fig. 13 , from which it is clear that high capacity to maintain a low S/F-ratio is essential for low boiling solvents. From comparison with the heat duties for direct distillation (Fig. 12) , it follows that also for low boiling solvents, LLX or ED with small S/F-ratios can be interesting alternatives for distillation if α D is small, and at
be more interesting than LLX or ED with high boiling solvents. When comparing LLX with ED, it is important to realize that in the figures displayed for ED only with a situation with α ED = 3 is shown, and for LLX recovery by evaporation is assumed. If distillation with a reflux is needed for LLX solvent recovery, the overall heat duty of the LLX process will be higher, and similarly, for higher α ED , the heat duty in the ED can be lower. It is thus not generally true that all LLX processes require a smaller heat duty than all ED processes.
In cases of hetero-AD, the overhead product is separated in two phases, and only the solvent lean phase with usually a minor amount of solvent is separated in the distillation. Thus, the heat duty in hetero-AD and regeneration can be expected to be close to LLX with a light solvent. An example of such hetero-AD is water-ethanol separation with pentane as entrainer to obtain water as top product, which is interesting at low water content in the feed [23] .
A benefit of ED processes with a light solvent is that recycling part of the entrained compound back to the primary separation does not harm the process, because the products are the bottom streams from the primary and regeneration columns. In case of ED processes with a heavy solvent, as well as for all LLX processes, sharp regeneration of the solvent is important, because incomplete solvent regeneration directly translates in the minimum residual content of this compound in distillate [35] or raffinate. For heavy solvents that cannot be reboiled (e.g. ILs), the residual content of the entrained compound in the bottom of the evaporator (Eq. (10)) may limit the achievable purity in the primary affinity separation, requiring additional methods of regeneration such as stripping [14, 54] . Heavy solvents that are distillable can be recovered by distillation with a minimum reflux instead of evaporation [54] , easing sharp solvent regeneration.
Heat pump assisted distillation processes
In cases where the internal efficiency of distillation (Eqs. (2) and (3)) is reasonably high, e.g. for distillation of close-boiling mixtures with close to equimolar feeds, application of heat pump assisted distillation technologies may reduce the utility heat-duty significantly by upgrading the low temperature energy from the top (condenser) to higher temperature levels, such that the recovered heat can be reused to heat a lower column stage (e.g. the reboiler). Several heat pump concepts have been proposed, i.e. vapor compression, vapor recompressions, absorption, compression-resorption, thermo-acoustic, as shown in Fig. 14 [55] . The minimum temperature lift can be related to the temperature difference between the heat source (condenser) and heat sink (reboiler).
Kiss et al. provided a scheme for quick selection of appropriate heat pumps [56] , while Plesu et al. introduced a simple criterion depending on the Carnot efficiency to decide whether a heat pump is worth considering (Eq. (18)) [57] .
, then a heat pump should be considered beneficial, whereas when the ratio is lower than 5, using a heat pump is not beneficial [57] . Fig. 15 [5] illustrates how Q Ẇṙ eb depends on the condenser temperature and (T reb − T cond ), and shows why heat pumps are typically used for separation of close-boiling systems, as Q Ẇṙ eb quickly drops below 10 for increasing (T reb − T cond ).
When applying a heat pump to distillation, the coefficient of performance (COP) is lower or at best equal to the reverse of the Carnot efficiency of the engine (which is actually a heat pump operated in reverse). The COP of a heat pump is always lower in reality due to other losses [4, 5] .
Considering a typical heat ratio HR = 2.5 E th /E e (e.g. about 40% efficiency to convert thermal energy to electricity), the equivalent thermal energy required when using a heat pump is: (20) From which the maximum energy savings that are possible can be derived as: 
For example (at HR = 2.5), when COP = 10, the energy savings are 75%, while at COP < 2.5 there are no energy savings and a HP is not useful.
Instead of using a single point heat source and sink, Heat integrated distillation columns (HIDiC) use internal heat-integration [55, 58] between the rectifying section (the heat source) and the stripping section (heat sink). This provides a higher potential for energy savings because the required temperature difference for heat transfer is kept low with gliding temperatures across both sections. The work input is provided by a compressor installed at the top outlet of the stripper section, while the heat pump cycle is closed by the valve flashing the liquid bottom outlet of the rectifier section.
Compared to other complex separation systems, HIDiC technology has the key advantage of larger energy savings (up to 70%) although the use of a compressor adds significantly to the total equipment cost, and operational flexibility, influence of impurities or a third component, process dynamics and operation impose strict constraints on the energy efficiency that can potentially be achieved by a HIDiC system. Therefore, a trade-off between process design economics and process operation economics appears to be very important.
Industrial cases
Removal of unsaturated hydrocarbons from mixed hydrocarbon streams
For the removal of non-saturated hydrocarbons from mixed hydrocarbon streams, both LLX and ED may be applied. Direct distillation, with or without heat pump is often not an option, due to the order of the natural boiling points [59] . When using LLX, such as in the extraction of the benzene-toluene-xylene (BTX) fraction from reformate, various solvents such as tetraethyleneglycol, N-methylpyrrolidone, and dimethylsulfoxide [60] can be employed. LLX equilibrium data have been extensively published [61, 62] . Sulfolane exhibits a high selectivity at acceptable capacity and is widely used [60] , e.g. in the UOP sulfolane LLX process (Fig. 16) [10] . Although the aromatics are preferentially extracted, some aliphatics end up in the extract phase as well, and some solvent is leached to the raffinate, leading to multiple solvent recovery operations. In the first recovery stage, the co-extracted aliphatics are removed from the extract stream by reboiled stripping. The stripped aliphatics, including some aromatics, are sent back to the LLX as reflux. In the second recovery stage, sulfolane is regenerated by steam stripping, which is straightforward due to the high boiling point of sulfolane (285°C). The leached sulfolane is water-washed from the raffinate, and the water is subsequently evaporated, providing the steam for the steam stripping to regenerate the sulfolane [63] .
Compared to direct thermal recovery, implying evaporation of the entire raffinate while sulfolane is only present in minor amount (1.4 wt % according to Broughton [64] ), washing out the sulfolane instead can be more energy efficient. Based on the process patent [64] , the water/ raffinate flow ratio (W/R) is approximately 1:10 (mass basis), and taking into account that on mass basis
, the minimum heat duty corresponds to evaporating approximately 60% of the raffinate, a significant reduction but still a significant factor in the overall duty of the process. Based on a sulfolane selectivity of 30.9 (toluene/heptane [65] , the amount of co-extracted aliphatics will be small, and the minimum evaporation duty in the first regeneration column is expected to be small, e.g.
. The minimal duty in the second column will be proportional to evaporation of the fraction aromatics in the feed. The thus estimated minimum heat duty is displayed in Fig. 17 .
In the past decade ILs have been mentioned as alternative to sulfolane [65] [66] [67] [68] , and De Haan and co-workers even performed pilot plant research on the applicability and long term stability of the ILs [68] . The main claims include that higher selectivity and distribution can be reached, less solvent leaching and that simpler equipment can be used (e.g. an evaporator instead of staged strippers) [65] . Although true, these arguments do not affect the minimal heat duty, since still the extracted compounds are recovered by evaporation and a water wash is needed to recover leached IL, which is with W/R = 1:10 (mass basis) for sulfolane already low for traditional extraction equipment. Thus, the minimal heat duty prospected for ILs will be similar to that for sulfolane.
ED with a heavy solvent is an alternative to LLX for the separation of complex BTX and aliphatics mixtures in the fraction of C 6 -C 9 [69] . Considering the extremes of the C 6 -C 9 fraction, the solvent needs to exhibit enough selectivity towards aromatics to create a sufficiently large volatility gap between the aromatic cut that should leave the distillation column with the solvent, and the aliphatics that should leave as the distillate. This implies that the lightest aromatic (benzene, the heavy key) should be less volatile than the heaviest aliphatic, (nonane, the light key). With P P / nonane benzene 0 0 of approximately 0.1 a selectivity of 10 is required for technical feasibility. To reach α ED > 3, β BA > 30 is needed, which can be attained using sulfolane. In recognition of its high selectivity, together with the high boiling point, sulfolane is considered as the best industrially applied solvent in ED of complex aliphatics-aromatics streams [50] .
Due to the high boiling point solvent impurity in the distillate stream is minimal, despite the strong repulsion between these compounds > γ (ln( ) 100) aliphatic inf [70] ). Based on this non-ideality, tangent pinch-point formation or even azeotropes would be expected with a lower boiling point solvent. Indeed, for much lighter solvents such as NMP (202°C), solvent recovery from cuts including up to C 9 is problematic, and the use of NMP is limited to lower boiling hydrocarbons [50] .
The minimal heat duty in ED with α ED = 3 equals that in the theoretical discussion, and is independent of the composition of the feed:
, as displayed in Fig. 17 . Thus, LLX has always the lowest minimum heat duty, but increasing with increasing x F(aromatics) . Because the LLX process is more complicated and requires more capital expenditure (CAPEX), there may be a total annual costs break-even, which according to [67] corresponds to 65 wt% aliphatics for the sulfolane process, and according to De Haan and co-workers, the simpler operations for LLX with ILs and beneficial trends in selectivity and capacity with decreasing aromatics content make these processes beneficial below 20 wt% aromatics [68] .
Ethyl benzene and styrene separation
Separation of styrene and ethylbenzene after dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene is an important step to obtain high purity styrene. Using traditional distillation for this separation accounts for 75-80% of the energy requirements of the entire styrene purification train due to the low relative volatility of 1.3-1.4 [71] .
Considering the heat-pump assisted distillation, LLX and ED as alternatives, an important first step is the feed composition, which is 60 mol% styrene [72] . At this composition, the internal efficiency is high and next to solvent based technologies, also heat pump assisted distillation may be an interesting alternative for this separation [73] , as follows from Eq. (18) for the atmospheric boiling points, well above the guideline value of 10. This indicates that energy savings in the range of 50-60% are possible using a heat pump assisted distillation process.
Despite the possible savings of heat pump assisted distillation, this technology does not reduce the number of stages, and an even higher CAPEX than for traditional distillation is expected.
Alternatively ED might reduce both operational costs (OPEX) and CAPEX. Jongmans et al. [51] investigated ED for styrene-ethylbenzene separation using sulfolane and ILs as heavy solvents. The maximum operational selectivity with sulfolane is, due to the closely resembling molecular structures, only 1.6 [38] . This is lower than the selectivities in aromatics-aliphatics separations. The low selectivity was also observed for LLX [51] and as a result, LLX is not an option for this system because too many stages would be required. Several ILs showed higher selectivities of up to 2.5 [51] . For example, with 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate ([EMIM] [SCN]), a selectivity of 2.3 was found that could decrease the reflux ratio from 2.5 for sulfolane to 0.8 for
. This observation illustrates the strong influence of α ED on Qṙ eb in the domain α ED < 3.
In the recovery, constrained at T < 403 K due to polymerization of styrene, low styrene fractions are essential to allow the recycling of the regenerated solvent the top of the primary column. To reach low styrene fractions, vacuum distillation in two consecutive columns with decreasing pressure was applied for sulfolane. For the non-volatile ILs, evaporative regeneration below 403 K required low pressure, for which refrigerated cooling of the condenser was needed due to the low temperature [72] (as correlated in Eq. (10)).
According to the short-cut calculations, the minimal recovery heat duty equals for any high boiling solvent the duty to evaporate styrene. To obtain the total duty, the primary ED column duty, for which Eq. (14) can be used with α ED = 1.6 for sulfolane and α ED = 2.3 for [EMIM] [SCN], should be added. This duty is compared to that of the distillation (Eq. (5)). The short-cut calculations predict reductions in minimal heat duty for the ED processes of 29% (sulfolane) and 53% ([EMIM] [SCN], whereas Jongmans et al. [72] found 40% and 45%, respectively using process simulation software. The comparison of short-cut calculations and simulation results are displayed in Fig. 18 . This comparison shows that the short-cut calculations are suitable for first rough estimations on technology feasibility (indicating indeed for both high boiling solvent ED processes good energy saving prospects compared to distillation), but for sophisticated solvent performance comparison, process simulation is recommended.
The main difference between ED calculations by short-cut and simulation is caused by difficulty in sensible heat recovery from the IL after regeneration, which is included in the simulation and not in the short-cut, and is due to the low IL capacity requiring a large S/F. For sulfolane a much lower S/F could be applied, and all sensible heat could be recovered. Thus, besides selectivity, sensible heat recovery considerations should be included in more detailed solvent selection.
Separation of monochloroacetic acid (MCA) and dichloroacetic acid (DCA)
MCA is an important industrial intermediate produced via acetic acid chlorination. Due to over-chlorination, small impurities of DCA should be removed after production. MCA (T b = 189°C) and DCA (T b = 194°C) are very close boiling, and exhibit a tangent pinch-point with α D = 1.05 at DCA-rich composition [74] .
Due to the asymmetric feed composition, heat duty saving through heat-pumping is hindered, and a solvent based approach such as ED with a heavy solvent [75] is preferred. Due to the difference in acidity of MCA (pK a = 2.87) and DCA (pK a = 1.25), bases may entrain DCA stronger, and Jongmans et al. [75] found a positive correlation between Lewis basicity of the solvent and the selectivity. However, too strong acid-base interactions resulted in irreversible complexation and chemical degradation of the solvents [75] .
For the weaker basic solvents, the attractive interactions also affected the recoverability due to formation of azeotropes. To avoid azeotrope formation, a higher boiling solvent may be applied (see theoretical discussion around Fig. 6 ), which was investigated by comparing diethyleneglycol di-n-butylether, (DGDB, T b = 256°C) and diethylene glycol di-n-pentylether (DGDP, T b = 282°C) [76] . At a similar α ED = 2-2.5 in the primary separation, regeneration of DGDB was hindered by minimum boiling azeotrope formation with DCA. For DGDP, due to the higher boiling point, no azeotrope was formed (Fig. 19) [76].
Acetic acid recovery from aqueous solutions
Acetic acid (HAc) and water exhibit a low relative volatility and distillation is further hindered by a tangent pinch-point [47, 77] when high purity of HAc is desired. Therefore, solvent based separation technologies are preferred. Because HAc is the high boiler, and has strong hydrogen bonding character, it is practically impossible to only entrain water and collect HAc as distillate. Reported ED [78, 79] and AD processes [19, 77, 78] indeed collect water as top product. With the short-cut calculation ( Table 2, equation for 
can be calculated. All solvent is refluxed to the column after the decanter, and no solvent is fed separately (S/F = 0; R = 0.5) [77] . In this configuration, we find for 0.01 < x HAc,in < 0. 30 [52] , and both LLX processes with low boiling solvents [80, 81] and high boiling solvents [82, 85] have been reported in literature. Low boiling physical solvents have mostly been applied to extract HAc from rather concentrated feeds, e.g. 29 wt% [81] or 23 wt% [80] with ethyl acetate (EA) and methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE). Both solvents co-extract significant amounts of water [81] , and in the ternary systems containing acetic acid, water and ethyl acetate or MTBE, the repulsive interactions between ethyl acetate or MTBE and water result in a minimum boiling azeotrope that for both solvents is heterogeneous. After cooling the distillate of the recovery column, the mixture phase splits, reducing the heat duty to regenerate the solvent significantly [81] . Fig. 20 shows a scheme for this process, and the data from [81] (8 wt% water in EA, and 6.5 wt% EA in water, S/F = 2) is used to estimate the heat duties for the raffinate and extract treatment if that could be done by evaporation of the EA from each of the streams.
Many studies have been reported on the use of composite, heavy solvents for the extraction of carboxylic acids from aqueous streams [25, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] , and on high boiling solvents with high affinity for the carboxylic acids [84, 85, [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] exhibiting large distribution coefficients, as well as on possible regeneration strategies [95, 96] . For these high boiling solvents, raffinate treatment is needed, otherwise the benefits of the improved extraction efficiency do not outweigh costs of solvent losses [97] . Including a raffinate treatment by a light solvent wash followed by evaporation of that solvent, which next to evaporative regeneration of the extract phase results in total minimal heat duties that are still lower than the light solvent with AD regeneration. The resulting minimal heat duties from the short-cut calculations are compared in Fig. 21 .
An important aspect of using high boiling solvents for HAc extraction from diluted feeds is the co-extraction of water [84, 85, 95, 96] . For example in the multistage cross-current extraction of acetic acid from an artificial fermentation stream containing 1 wt% HAc by tri-octyl amine in 1-octanol, the extract contained 3.7 wt% water and 1.5 wt% acetic acid [84] . The co-extraction of water requires a two-stage regeneration, like in the UOP sulfolane LLX process. First water should be stripped and then HAc. Reducing water co-extraction will reduce the heat duty, and hence, improving selectivity appears the most important topic for further research. Especially when expressing the heat duty not per kg feed, but per kg HAc product, high boiling solvents with large selectivities are essential for developing fermentation routes towards organic acids like HAc.
Conclusions
Fluid separation processes were assessed and theoretical minimum heat duties for traditional distillation, liquid-liquid extraction (LLX), extractive distillation (ED) and azeotropic distillation (AD) were derived based on short-cut calculations. Distillation efficiency is low for dilute feeds due to low internal efficiency, and affinity separations such as ED or LLX should be considered. For (close to) equimolar closeboiling feeds a high internal efficiency can be reached, and heat-pump assisted distillations may dramatically reduce the heat duty. Thus, next to molecular properties in the feed, also the composition of the feed is highly important for process considerations. For binary distillation, the effect of reducing the required purity in the product stream(s) was calculated, and when the product composition is close to the feed composition, this significantly reduces the reboiler duty. When the required separation work is much more (i.e. feed composition not close to final composition of distillate or bottom product), the reduction in heat duty is much smaller.
For ED/AD and LLX, the choice to use a high boiling solvent or a low boiling solvent has a large impact on the process considerations for minimal heat duties. For high boiling solvents, the solvent to feed ratio (S/F-ratio) is not so important, but for low boiling solvents it is, and they only show a better prospect for large capacities at low S/F-ratios. The minimum heat duty for LLX with a high boiling solvent is up to the investigated relative volatility of 3 always lower than the minimum distillation duty, whereas for ED the break-even with distillation is composition dependent, and decreases with less low boiler in the feed.
When selecting/designing solvents, non-idealities due to both attractive and repulsive molecular interactions should be considered, and to avoid azeotrope formation in the solvent regeneration step a difference in boiling point of at least 50°C is recommended.
A series of industrially relevant separations were evaluated using the short-cut calculations, and in most cases, the quick technology screening by the short-cut calculations is well in agreement with the processes that have been reported in literature for these separations. In the case of separation of aromatics from aliphatics from a C 6 -C 9 cut, the short-cut calculations would always point towards LLX, but in industrial practice, a trade-off with ED is known. This can be explained by the more complex operation of LLX requiring more columns and thus CAPEX. In the ED process, a high selectivity was found essential to capture benzene as bottom product, while topping the heaviest of the alkanes, nonane. Thus, solvents with better capacity but lower selectivity are not suitable.
Selectivity was also found a more important solvent property than capacity for LLX with heavy solvents. For acetic acid separation from dilute aqueous streams, the heat duty and ease of regeneration benefit from higher selectivity.
In the investigated separations of ethylbenzene-styrene and monochloro acetic acid (MCA)-dichloro acetic acid (DCA) it was found that ED with heavy solvents are suited, and due to non-ideality high boiling solvents are a must to avoid azeotropes with the solvent. Ethylbenzenestyrene separation can also be done using heat-pump assisted distillation due to the 40-60% feed composition, the diluted DCA-impurity makes that for this separation only ED can be applied. 
